
Collect all seven organizers. Staple them together into a book or glue each organizer into an interactive 
notebook. The cover for the book is provided on in the ‘Introduction’ blog post. 
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This charts contains links to each blog post in the series.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next two pages may 
be used as a cover for 
the organizer if you wish 
to staple them together 
to form a book. Color 
and blackline versions 
are provided. 

Blog Posts What is included? 

Introduction Cover for Book 

Overcoming the Monster Organizer #1 

Rags to Riches Organizer #2 

The Quest Organizer #3 

Voyage and Return Organizer #4 

Comedy Organizer #5 

Tragedy Organizer #6 

Rebirth Organizer #7 

Activity Two Activities 

http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6360
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6390
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6400
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6405
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6407
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6401
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6408
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6403
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6461


Activity #2 
 
Print the cards on the next pages.  
Laminate for repeated use. 
Cut the cards apart. 
 
Have students read the book summaries and sort the cards by 
themes into the correct pockets. A sheet for recording the final 
answers is provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Categorizing Books by Themes/Book Plots 
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Overcoming 
the Monster 

 

Rags to 
Riches 

The Quest 
 

Voyage and 
Return 

 

Comedy Tragedy Rebirth 
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Categorizing Books by Themes/Book Plots 



Overcoming 
the Monster 

 

Rags to 
Riches 

The Quest 
 

Voyage and 
Return 

 

Comedy Tragedy Rebirth 

Far Far Away 
The Shoemaker 
and the Elves 

Lowriders to the 
Center of the 
Earth  

The Polar 
Express 

Camp Rock 
Strange Case of 
Dr. Jekyll and 
Mr. Hyde 

Artemis Fowl  

Hidden: A Child's 
Story of the 
Holocaust 

The Golden 
Goose 

The Thing about 
Jellyfish 

The Way Back 
Home 

The Princess and 
the Frog 

Eurydice and 
Icarus 

Restart 

El Deafo 
Slumdog 
Millionaire  

Mars Evacuees 
Adam and 
Thomas  

Let It Shine Narcissus Ratatouille 

The Luck Uglies 
 

The Accidental 
Billionaires  

The Smoking 
Mirror 

The Time 
Machine 

Upside Down Tristan & Isolde  Crash 
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Categorizing Books by Themes/Book Plots Answer Key 



Overcoming 
the Monster 

Sort the 
summaries by 

theme. 
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Rags to 
Riches 
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The Quest 
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Voyage and 
Return 
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Comedy 
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Tragedy 
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Rebirth 
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Overcoming the Monster 

Far Far Away 
  
A sneaky predator has been abducting 
innocent children. Jeremy, the only one who 
can hear narrator Jacob Grimm, must save 
himself and his friends with the storyteller’s 
help. 

El Deafo 
  
Bell grows up with a giant hearing aid strapped 
to her chest.  The Phonic ear isolates Bell from 
her classmates. She really wants to fit in and 
have a true friend. 

Hidden: A Child's Story of the Holocaust 
  
A grandmother tells her granddaughter about 
her childhood experiences hiding from the Nazis 
in World War II France. She describe how a 
series of neighbors and friends risk their live to 
keep her alive when her parents are taken to 
the concentration camps. 

The Luck Uglies 
  
When wicked Bog Noblins threaten her village, 
Rye turns to a mysterious stranger and the 
notorious Luck Uglies for help. She must dive 
into her village’s maze of secrets, rules, and lies 
to save her home. 
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The Shoemaker and the Elves 
 
A poor shoemaker and his wife need money to 
pay rent. The shoemaker gives away his last pair 
of shoes to a needy woman. He only has leather 
to make one pair of shoes. He shoemaker cuts 
out the leather and heads to bed. The next 
morning he finds the shoes beautifully made. He 
sells the shoes and uses the money to pay the 
rent, buy food and more leather. The story 
repeats time and time again until the shoemaker 
and his wife discover elves are making the 
shoes. The shoemaker and his wife make clothes 
for the elves. They leave never to return. 

Rags to Riches 

Slumdog Millionaire  
  
A young man named Jamad from the slums of 
Mumbai searches for his childhood friend, 
Latika. To do this he goes on Who Wants to be 
a Millionaire knowing that Latika watches the 
show each day. During the show, Jamal 
answers all the questions correctly winning the 
grand prize. 

The Accidental Billionaires [book]  
The Social Network [movie] 
  
This movie tells the story of Mark Zuckerberg 
who began work on a new concept in his dorm 
room at Harvard. He eventually created 
Facebook and became one of the youngest 
billionaires ever. 

The Golden Goose 
 
The youngest of three brothers is called 
Simpleton because he kind and generous. While 
the young boy is cutting wood for his father, he 
finds a golden goose within the roots of the 
tree. The boy picks up the goose and walks 
back to the inn. As he walks, people try to take 
the goose’s golden feathers. Everyone who tries 
to pluck out one of the golden feathers is stuck 
fast. As the boy walks on, the sight of this 
causes a nearby princess to break from her 
gloomy mood and laugh. The Simpleton finally 
wins the princess, and they live happily ever 
after. 
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The Quest 

Mars Evacuees 
  
A war between Earth and aliens leads to the 
evacuation of children to Mars. The plan is for 
the children to stay on Mars until they are old 
enough to become soldiers. When the grown-
ups disappear, Alice, her friends, and a robot 
goldfish are forced to make a trek across the 
Martian landscape, fighting for survival. 

The Smoking Mirror 
  
Twelve-year-old twins, Carol and Johnny,  go 
on a journey to find their missing mother. In 
order to do so, they must descend into the 
Aztec Land of the Dead. There, they face 
dangers in nine levels of the underworld to 
save their mom. 

The Thing about Jellyfish 
  
Suzy Swanson suspects that a rare jellyfish 
sting caused the death of her friend. With 
imagination and determination, she sets out on 
a journey to Australia to learn the cause of her 
friend’s death. 

Lowriders to the Center of the Earth  
 
The Lowriders journey to the center of the 
earth to the realm of Mictlantecuhtli, the Aztec 
god of the Underworld. This is a rescue mission 
to save Genie, the beloved cat, that is being 
held prisoner. 
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Voyage and Return 

Adam and Thomas  
 
In the last months of World War II, two Jewish 
boys are taken from the Ghetto by their 
mothers to the forest of the Eastern Front and 
told to wait for their return. The boys forge a 
strong friendship, learning from one another, 
and helping others escape through the woods. 

The Time Machine 
 
A time traveler builds a time machine that 
rockets him into the future – 802,701 AD. 
There he finds society has fallen. Two groups 
have survived, the child-like Eloi and the 
meat-eating Morlocks. The Morlocks steal his 
time machine. Through much hardship, the 
traveler gets his time machine back and 
returns home. 

The Polar Express 
 
Late one Christmas Eve, a young boy is 
lying awake waiting for the sound of sleigh 
bells ringing from Santa's sleigh.  Just before 
midnight,  the room begins to shake. The boy 
rushes out the front door and boards a magical 
train that takes him to the North Pole to the 
home of Santa Claus. On the train he meets 
other children. After several complications, the 
children meet Santa. The boy receives one of 
Santa’s sleigh bells before returning home in 
time for Christmas Day. 

The Way Back Home 
 
A boy finds an airplane in his cupboard. He 
jumps on and flies higher and higher until he 
crashes it on the moon. There he is stranded 
with a young Martian. The two work together 
to repair the alien’s flying saucer and fuel the 
boy’s airplane. 
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Comedy 

Camp Rock 
 
At a music camp for gifted teens, a popular teen 
idol, Shane, overhears a girl, Mitchie, singing 
and sets out to find who the talented voice 
belongs to. What he doesn't know is that the girl 
is actually a camp kitchen worker. When the two 
meet, they fall for one another. Mitchie tries to 
keep the secret that she is not attending camp 
but only there as the help from Shane. 
Eventually he finds out. In the end, the two 
reconcile, perform together, and agree to meet 
again next summer. 

The Princess and the Frog 
 
Hardworking and ambitious, Tiana dreams of 
one day opening the finest restaurant in New 
Orleans. Her dream takes a slight detour when 
she meets Prince Naveen who has been turned 
into an amphibian by evil Dr. Facilier. Mistaking 
her for a princess and hoping to break the spell, 
Naveen plants a kiss on poor Tiana -- thereby 
turning her into a frog as well. The pair hop 
along on an adventure through the bayous to 
seek the help of a powerful voodoo priestess. 
Later they return to human form, marry, and 
open a restaurant together. 

Let It Shine 
 
A shy, talented musician, Cyrus, who pens 
romantic hip-hop verses only to stand idly by as 
they're delivered to the girl of his dreams, 
Roxie, by a proxy, his best friend. The two meet 
and get to know each other. More complications 
arise when Cyrus’s pastor father calls people 
who sing hip-hop music live in ‘hip-hop-crisy.’ 
Finally, the truth comes out and Roxie and Cyrus 
sing in church together. 

Upside Down 
 
Two worlds that orbit the sun together maintain 
opposite gravities. As children, Adam and Eden 
meet where the two worlds almost touch. They 
fall in love despite the fact that people from the 
two world are forbidden to hang out. When Eden 
does not come to an appointed meeting Adam 
travels between worlds to see her. 
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Tragedy 

     Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are the two personalities 
of one character. Mr. Hyde when he takes over 
does bad things including murder. Eventually, 
Jekyll locks himself in his laboratory and yells to 
his servants to bring him chemicals. The servants 
notice a change in Jekyll’s voice and call Mr. 
Utterson, a friend of Jekyll’s. When Mr. Utterson 
arrives, he finds Hyde on the floor and assumes 
he killed Jekyll. He then finds a letter that 
explains the split personality. Dr. Jekyll had 
created a potion that separated his personality 
into two beings. When Mr. Hyde began to get 
stronger, Jekyll knew he had to be killed knowing 
he would die as well. 

Daedalus and Icarus 
 
Daedalus and his son, Icarus, were locked in a 
tower by King Minos because the king wanted to 
keep all of Daedalus’ inventions for himself. 
Icarus wanted freedom, so Daedalus made 
wings from feathers glued together with wax. He 
gave his son flying lessons. On the day of 
escape from the tower, Daedalus warned Icarus 
not to fly too high or the sun would melt the 
wax. Icarus became so joyful with flying, he 
forgot his father’s warning. When the sun 
melted the wax, Icarus fell to his death in the 
ocean below. 

Narcissus 
 
One day, a Greek god named Nemesis attracted 
Narcissus to a pool of water. Narcissus promptly 
fell in love with his own reflection, which he did 
not seem to realize was just an image. He tried 
to join the image in the pool and drowned.  

Tristan & Isolde  
 
After the fall of the Roman Empire, English 
orphan Tristan meets and falls in love with Irish 
princess Isolde. She is pledged to marry a Lord 
Marke who raised Tristan. Tristan is mortally 
wounded by Marke, who treacherously strikes 
Tristan with a poisoned lance while he plays a 
harp for Isolde.  
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Ratatouille 
 
The famous food critic, Anton Ego, writes a 
hurtful review of Chef Auguste Gusteau’s 
restaurant. The restaurant loses one of its five 
starts causing Gusteau to soon pass away. By the 
end of the film, Ego has a change of heart when 
he taste Remy’s ratatouille, a vegetable dish. Ego 
gives the restaurant a great review. This causes 
Ego to lose his job when the public learns the 
restaurant is full of rats. Ego redeems himself 
when he invests in Remy’s new restaurant, ‘La 
Ratatouille’ which becomes a hit featuring Remy’s 
cooking. 

Rebirth 

Artemis Fowl  
 
Artemis Fowl, a 12-year-old criminal mastermind, 
doesn't seem to have any friends other than his 
bodyguard, he shows very little emotion, and he 
doesn't care who he hurts in his quest to acquire 
magical riches.  He decides to kidnap a fairy and 
hold it ransom in exchange for a huge amount of 
fairy gold. Artemis eventually exchanges much of 
his gold to heal his depressed mother and goes 
on to help the fairies in various other capers.  

      Restart 
 
Chase Ambrose is a football jock who bullies 
weaker, nerdier students and even caused the 
talented pianist Joel Weber to transfer to a 
boarding school. One day when Chase is on the 
roof of his home, he falls causing acute retrograde 
amnesia. Not remembering his past, Chase 
decides he prefers the kids in the video club over 
the jocks. Chase soon learns that the ‘Chase 
before the accident’ stole a Medal of Honor from 
an elderly man in a local assisted living center. 
Chase struggles with which group he belongs –
jocks or video club - as he looks for the Medal of 
Honor to return to its rightful owner. 

      Crash 
 
Crash Coogan enters middle school the super-
competitive jock who bullies Penn whenever he 
gets the chance. Crash becomes really irked 
when Jane Forbes, the girl Crash has a crush on, 
starts hanging out with Penn. Things worsen as 
Jane rejects Crash at a school dance. Shortly 
after this, Scooter, Crash’s grandfather, is 
hospitalized after a massive stroke. Crash’s love 
for his grandfather causes him to be friendly with 
Penn who might have a cure. The story comes to 
a climax when Crash and Penn race for the final 
spot  on the school’s relay team and Crash lets 
Penn win. 
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